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Abstract: The article focuses on the determination of the acoustic properties (sound transmission loss,
sound absorption and transmission coefficient under acoustic plane wave excitation) of membrane-
type of specimens by means of a combination of incident plane wave sound pressure and membrane
surface displacement information, measuring the sound pressure with a microphone and the mem-
brane displacement by means of a laser Doppler vibrometer. An overview of known measurement
methods and the theoretical background of the proposed so-called mobility-based method (MM) is
presented. The proposed method was compared with the conventional methods for sound transmis-
sion loss and absorption measurement in the impedance tube, both numerically and experimentally.
Finite element model (FEM) simulation results of two single layer membrane samples of different
shape configurations were compared, amongst which six different variations of the backing wall
termination. Four different approaches to determine the sound transmission loss and two methods
to determine sound absorption properties of the membranes were compared. Subsequently, the
proposed method was tested in a laboratory environment. The proposed MM method can be possibly
used to measure the vibro-acoustic properties of building parts in situ.

Keywords: membranes; acoustics; measurement method; transmission loss; simulations; experiment

1. Introduction

The membranes of variable shape are used both indoors and outdoors where mem-
branes have become part of roofing and shielding elements as well as of facades. A wide
range of solutions for structural skins exists, whether for single, second skin or double
skin facades, atria coating or exterior environment covering [1]. Moreover, lightweight
solutions such as membrane-based constructions are considered as a sustainable solution
in architecture [2]. From an acoustic point of view, every new construction solution brings
specific pitfalls associated with it. For example, the impact of the frequently used double
transparent facades (DTF) on administrative buildings for sound insulation improves the
sound reduction index, but has possible negative effects in the low frequency range caused
by standing wave resonances occurring in the air cavity inside the DTF. DTFs can also cause
problems related to speech privacy in the interior caused by flanking transmission paths be-
tween attached offices, which can be problematic mainly in cases of low background noise
level in the DTF cavity [3,4]. Nowadays, when the influence of facades on environmental
noise is increasingly being discussed, adaptive facade (or smart façade-facades that adapt
to the climate and environment through their skin) solutions with implemented membrane
structures are a topic of growing interest. The properties of membrane structures are very
dependent on their mass, dimensions and mechanical stresses. The present work was
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motivated by the idea of Martens et al. [5], where authors investigated in the determination
of the sound energy absorbed by the plant leaves based on the measured surface velocity
and sound pressure. The goal was to verify it that would be possible to apply the proposed
theory in an experimental way.

The theory of circular and annular membranes was described by Rayleigh [6]. For
more complex shapes, several approximate methods have been proposed by Mazumdar [7].
Later, the impact of the circular core fixed to the membrane was investigated [8]. A
number of previous works were published with a focus on the variations of the membrane
boundary conditions. For example, Wang investigated the impact of a pinned large
axisymmetric mass at the centre of the membrane on its natural frequency [9,10]. These
kinds of membranes were also called membrane-type metamaterial (MAMs) with so-called
negative dynamic mass [11–14].

By stacking together membrane panels with attached mass (circular shaped weights) in
the centre of membrane surfaces, the sound transmission loss of the membrane composition
can be increased in a broad band frequency range from 50 to 1000 [15]. The effect of the
mass of the membrane and the membrane tension on the transmission loss was investigated
by a number of researchers [15,16]. Normally, the bending stiffness of membranes can
safely be ignored. The restoring force arises entirely from the applied tension, not from
bending stiffness as is the case for plates.

Relatively popular MAMs or locally resonant sonic materials (LRSMs) contain arrays
of elastic resonators composed of a heavy core surrounded by a soft coating layer. In
principle, by loading the membrane by a relatively heavy object the so-called dipole
resonance occurs. The dipole resonance enhances the acoustic performance [17,18]. These
resonant materials are able to control low-frequency sound reflection and transmission very
effectively. The negative dynamic mass causes the subwavelength attenuation of sound
in the audible frequency band and breaks the mass density law. In the frequency range
from 100 to 1000 Hz, a significant increase of the normal incidence sound transmission
loss (nTL) can be achieved [19]. Spatially averaged force and acceleration are opposite
in phase, which leads to near-total reflection (anti-resonance) at the frequency between
two eigenmodes. In this region, the in-plane average of normal displacement is close to
zero [19]. This finding is usually visible in the sound transmission loss TL (dB) spectra as a
peak in the spectrum. Dips in TL and peaks in the sound absorption spectra are caused by
symmetrical eigenmodes.

An analytical vibroacoustic membrane model as a tool for the design of MAMs
was developed in [20]. Another analytical model was developed to compute the sound
transmission loss of a mass loaded rectangular membrane in a fast manner. It was shown
that the mass of the membrane is especially affecting the first normal incidence transmission
loss (nTL) peak and the resonance frequency, while the second resonance frequency strongly
depends on the membrane properties [21]. In the publication, the effects of the membrane
tension and the membrane surface density on transmission and characteristic frequencies
were investigated as well. Zhang later focused on the low-frequency sound attenuation by
MAMs carrying different masses at adjacent cells [22]. However, the most universal tool
to predict MAMs behaviour is still the Finite Element Analysis (FEA) approach (with a
commonly accepted uncertainty of about 20 dB peaks and dips of transmission loss spectra.
Additionally, the MAMs with coaxial ring masses were experimentally and numerically
analysed. The multiple coaxial arranged rings resulted in multi-peak profile (uniform
mass) or broadband TL peak (non-uniform mass) [19].

In later works, Naify investigated the scaling of LRSMs [23] by multi-celled structure
analysis. The impact of two parallel cells with mass and air cavity was analysed. It
appeared that the cavity thickness difference (from 2–4 mm) had a negligible effect on its
normal incidence sound transmission loss (nTL (dB)) spectra in the frequency region below
1 kHz. It must be mentioned at this point, the applications based on MAMs principle
can find the application not just in the membrane type constructions. By application the
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dynamic vibration absorbers the significant local control of low-frequency noise can be
achieved [24–27].

Overview of Measuring Methods

Most of the investigations were performed under the acoustic plane wave incidence
conditions, by means of the Impedance Tube Method (ITM), also called the Standing Wave
or Kundt’s Tube Method. This measurement approach typically determines the nTL and
sound absorption (α(-)) (or reflection r(-)) coefficient. The impedance tube apparatus is
commonly used for the characterization of locally reacting material samples. The sound
absorption determination by ITM can be done by measuring maximum and minimum
pressure amplitude in the tube by means of the moving microphone probe (the method
using the standing wave ratio, as described in [28]), or by determination of the pressure
transfer function between wave components at two or more microphone positions at a
given distance from the specimen along the tube [29]. The disadvantage is that the ITM does
not allow for oblique incidence measurement. Another standardized laboratory method
which is used very often is to determine the statistical sound absorption coefficient αS(-) in
a diffuse field in a reverberant room, according to ISO 354 [30]. The test results obtained by
this method are often considered the more realistic for characterizing specimen absorption
properties in situ, as compared to the ITM approach. However, this method requires a
reverberant room and a flat specimen with a total surface of 10–12 m2. From this expensive
measurement procedure “just” the absorption coefficient is obtained (and not a complex
valued reflection coefficient, as is the case in the ITM) and the measurement uncertainty
is relatively high. The absorption coefficient is determined based on Eyring’s formula
and is dependent on the reverberation time measured in the reverberation room with and
without the specimen, the room volume and the surface area of the specimen. There are
several microphone or p-u probe free-field methods. The basic principles are explained
in, e.g., Cox and d’Antonio [31]. Methods differ regarding the required sample size,
wave decomposition methods, measurement setup composition and procedure (number
of microphones—from two to array, distance of microphones from specimen, angle of
incidence, distance of source, etc.). Free-field methods consider the incident sound wave
as a plane wave (implying that a well-defined acoustic field is required, demanding the
absence of spurious reflections and edge-diffracted waves [32]). A good accuracy can be
achieved by means of free-field methods in the frequency range above 290 Hz (for oblique
incidence above 400 Hz [33]). Champoux and L’esoerance [34] found that the measurement
does not yield accurate results for low values of kR (for R = 3 m and k < 5.5 m−1), where
k is wave number and R is the distance of the sound source from the specimen surface.
They also found that phase mismatch between microphones plays a crucial role, especially
in the measurement of low frequencies or highly reflective materials. Assuming the non-
standardized, impulse-response based microphone methods, the work of Nocke’s [35] can
be mentioned, which describes a method to determine the sound absorption from frequency
80 Hz onwards considering Fresnel zones. A different technique for sound absorption
determination, by means of a p-u probe where the measured sound pressure and the
normal component of the particle velocity determines the absorption, was introduced for
the first time by Liu and Jacobsen [36].

Several approaches exist to determine the sound transmission loss. The simplest,
which are the same as in the sound absorption case, make use of ITM. For example, the
three-microphones method to measure the high nTL (up to 100 dB) acoustic samples
was developed by [37] (the usual limit is around 50 dB in the frequency range below
500 Hz [38]). Generally, all ITM methods can be divided into two groups: the first group is
based on the wave decomposition (WD) (three or more microphones, one or two acoustic
loads) and the second group is based on the transfer matrix (TM) method (one or two
acoustic loads). The disadvantage of ITM methods, similarly as in the case of sound
absorption determination, is that the size of the test specimen is non-realistically small
(which causes problems in relation to the way the test specimen are fitted in the tube)
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and the TL is determined under normal-incidence acoustic waves only (nTL). There are
several standardized methods to test “real-size” specimens. For example, the most often
used laboratory methods are in accordance with ISO 10136-2 [39]. The method is intended
to determine the airborne sound insulation R of separating structures mounted in the
transmission suite. In this approach, it is required that sound transmission via flanking
paths is suppressed sufficiently well and the sound field in the source and receiving room
are assumed to be diffuse. The spatially averaged sound pressure level in the source and
receiving room are measured by a microphone, and the contribution of the reverberant
sound field to the total measured sound field in the receiving room is accounted for. The
less popular and alternative laboratory technique follows the standard ISO 15186-1 [40]
where the intensity sound reduction index RI is determined based on averaged sound
pressure level in the source room, and the sound intensity level radiated from specimen
surface in the receiving room. In this approach, the radiated intensity levels are determined
by means of a sound intensity probe, and the receiving room is preferably an anechoic
room. For in situ measurements, the standards ISO 16283-1 [41] and ISO 16283-3 [42]
for airborne sound insulation of walls, small elements and facades, respectively, were
established. Similar to the case of laboratory measurement, the intensity method exists for
in situ cases [43]. To cope with the high measurement uncertainty of the sound reduction
index measurements of building elements in the laboratory according to standards, at
low frequencies, two alternative measurement approaches were developed. The first
one is a measurement procedure in which a diffuse field is created in the source room
through positioning an array of loudspeakers close to the specimen to be excited in the near
field [44]. The structural response measurement was done by means of vibrometry (laser
Doppler vibrometer, LDV). The second one is a hybrid experimental numerical approach
to determine airborne sound insulation by using mobility measurement combined with a
numerical procedure [45]. In this approach the device under test is mechanically excited by
means of a shaker, and the response is measured by LDV. An alternative approach is to
excite the structure by means of a Nd:YAG pump laser [46]. This measurement method has
the advantage that the excitation is done contact-less, yielding a contact-less approach for
both excitation and response measurement, which would have advantages for application
in situ.

The sound absorption coefficient as well as sound transmission loss can be determined
by different methods relating to the type of acoustic field and source. The application of
the vibrometry technique has already proved its usefulness in building acoustics several
times. Vibrometry generally helps for better understanding the structure’s behaviour in
the low frequency range. In the literature, one can find already the scanning laser Doppler
vibrometer application for a normal incidence sound absorption determination (for high
frequency range—above 3 kHz) [47]. However, the reflection coefficient was determined
based on a number of Doppler frequency shifts measurements at different laser beam
angles obtained by scanning the field of the standing wave tube made from glass (during
operation with the test specimen), backed by a rigid wall with retroreflective tape, which is
very far from the technique numerically investigated in this article.

Despite of the wide range of the measurement approaches briefly mentioned above, in
this article, we focus on the determination of the acoustic properties (sound transmission
loss nTL transmission coefficient τ(-) and acoustic absorption α(-)) of membrane-type
specimens excited by well-defined plane wave excitation by means of surface displacement
(in the impedance tube environment). Numerical models were used to simulate the
membrane-type specimen being mounted in an impedance tube. Both properties were
determined by means of incident pressure and specimen surface mobility information
under normal incidence plane wave excitation. The data processing procedure yields
both α and τ. However, because these two quantities are related to each other (as will be
discussed in Section 2, near Equations (6)–(8)), emphasis is put on the determination of the
transmission coefficient τ. Subsequently, the proposed method was experimentally tested.
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By combining the known incident sound power and the frequency response of the av-
erage surface mobility, both acoustic characteristics can be determined for normal incidence
plane waves. The paper is outlined as follows: Section 2 Materials and Methods including
the theoretical explanation of the approach used for the determination of nTL, α and τ and
the numerical study focused on theoretical verification for two different specimens and
six different boundary scenarios. In the Section 3, the laboratory experiment is introduced.
Subsequently, numerical simulations and experimental results were analysed (Section 4).
This work should be considered as an intermediate step towards a method to measure the
acoustic characteristics of membrane structures (e.g., tent structures) in situ.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Theory
2.1.1. Determination of Normal Incidence Sound Transmission Loss

The normal incidence sound transmission loss nTL (dB) is defined as the ratio of
the incident and transmitted sound power (Watts), or by means the sound transmission
coefficient τ(-) using the ITM. The transmitted and incident sound power (Wt and Wi) need
to be derived from measurements in the impedance tube. Generally, the most accurate
technique to determine nTL is the measurement approach based on the transfer matrix ™
approach, precisely described in ASTME2611-09 [48] and ISO 10534-2 [29]. An application
of the method described in the standard is given in [49]. The method requires the determi-
nation of the transfer matrix by means of a measurement of the complex sound pressure
(amplitude and relative phase) at four locations, two on either side of the specimen.

nTL = 10log10

(
Wi
Wt

)
= 10log10

(
1
τ

)
= 20log10

∣∣∣∣∣∣
T11 +

(
T12
ρc

)
+ ρcT25 + T22

2ejk0d

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (1)

where Wi, Wt, τ, k0, c, d, and ρ are incident and transmitted sound power (Watts), trans-
mission coefficient (-), wave number (m−1), speed of sound (m/s), diameter of the tube
(m), density of the air (kg/m3) and T11, T12, T21, T26 are transfer matrix elements derived
from transfer functions between sound pressure measured at the microphone positions,
respectively. Usually, two different terminations (anechoic, open, minimally reflecting,
etc.) are used. In specific cases, when the specimen is geometrically symmetrical and is
presenting the same physical properties to the sound field on both sides, the one-load
method is sufficient for use. When using this method, the effect of reflections from the
termination is almost negligible. For more information about the measurement procedure,
see standard ASTME2611-09 [48]. Later, a modification of the method was developed for
just three microphone measurements (two in the upstream part of the impedance tube,
third microphone flush mounted directly on the hard termination) [50].

Another possible method to determine nTL is based on wave decomposition (WD)
theory, which deals with complex wavefields upstream and downstream of the element.
The goal of the method is to decompose the wavefields in terms of forward and backward
propagation waves. The method went by several modifications from three microphones
(two flush mounted upstream and one downstream) developed by Seybert and Ross [51]
to four microphones (similarly mounted as in the TM approach) developed by Chung
and Blaser [52,53]. Later, the WD-TM hybrid method was developed by Bonfiglio and
Pompoli [54]. They proposed a one-termination measurement approach based on a transfer
matrix formulation, taking into account the reflection contribution from the end termination
and the phase shift introduced by the material. The two mentioned WD methods assume a
fully anechoic termination. From the WD methods, the best results might be achieved by
an approach developed by Salissou [55], whose work was influenced by Ho et al. [37], and
Peng et al. [56] as well. The method takes into account the complex reflection coefficient at
the surface of the sample on the source side and on the termination side (r1 and r2) as well
as the complex reflection coefficient at the surface of the termination rb. As the reflection
coefficient r2 can be derived just by combining two terminations measurement data, this
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measurement technique requires two terminations (read more about in [55]). The normal
incidence transmission loss can be subsequently derived as (Equation (2)).

nTL = −20log10

∣∣∣∣∣H32

(
1− r2rbe2jk0D2

) ejk0L1 + r1e−jk0L1

e−jk0L2 + rbejk0L2

∣∣∣∣∣ (2)

where H32, D2, L1, L2 and j is the transfer function between microphones 2 and 3, the
distance between the termination and the sample, the distance between microphone 2 and
the sample on the source side and microphone 3 and the sample on the termination side,
respectively, and imaginary unit (Figure 1).
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An interesting approach was recently developed by Wei [57], who proposed the WD-
based nTL method using only two upstream microphones (the so-called upstream tube
wave field decomposition UWD).

One of the methods that is used in this paper as a reference for the determination of
nTL was derived from the work by Seybert [58]. Unlike other methods, it takes into account
the multiple reflection form the back of the impedance tube. The method was developed
originally for the sound transmission loss determination in ducts systems (Equation (3)).

nTL = 10log10
S11 + S22 − 2C12cosk0s + 2Q12sink0s
S33 + S44 − 2C34cosk0s + 2Q34sink0s

(3)

where S11, S22, S33, and S44 are auto spectra (Pa2) of the total acoustic pressure at micro-
phone positions 1, 2, 3 and 4 (Figure 1), Q12 and Q34 are imaginary parts and C12 and C34
are the real parts of pressure cross spectra between microphones 1 and 2 or 3 and 4 and s
(m) is distance between microphone pairs 1 and 2 or 3 and 4, respectively. The method is
precisely described in Reference [58].

Thus far, an overview of several of the most well-known methods for nTL determining
has been mentioned. As mentioned earlier, motivated by the idea of Martens et al. [5],
the presented work wants to prove the theory that if the incident sound pressure and the
vibration vector of membrane measured by means of the chosen vibrometry technique is
known, the sound transmission loss as well as absorption can be determined. In the case
of an impedance tube, the radiated sound power into the downstream part of the tube,
or the sound pressure at a specific distance from the vibrating surface (depending on the
termination), can be determined from the spatially averaged measured displacement of
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the vibrating surface. The normal component of the wall velocity is equal to the particle
velocity at the wall surface in the case of the perpendicular plane wave excitation [59].
The measured specimen can be considered as a non-baffled piston, assuming a simple ρ·c
impedance. Motivated by the work of Chen [20] (hereinafter referred to as the Mobility-
based Method—MM), the sound transmission loss can be subsequently determined as
(Equation (4)):

nTL = 20log10
pi,rms

|j·ω·ρ0·c0·〈w〉|
(4)

where <w> is the spatially averaged displacement measured at the specimen surface at the
receiving side, pi,rms (Pa) is the rms value of the incident sound pressure at the z-coordinate
of the upstream side of the specimen, c0 is speed of the sound (m/s) and ρ0 density of
the air (kg/m3). The above described method, which combines measurement data of the
membrane displacement as measured by means of a laser Doppler vibrometer and the
sound pressure measurement data of two microphones at the source-side of the impedance
tube, is referred to as the mobility-based method (MM). The mobility-based measurement
method proposed in this paper, was motivated by the work of Tijs [60] as well as Chen [20].
The same principle was used for the sound absorption determination (see Section 2.1.2).

The application of this procedure can be found in membrane analysis, when the
specimen is accessible only from the acoustic excitation side (laboratory or in situ) specially
in the cases when the surface of investigation in inaccessible places due to location or
extreme conditions. In case of access from the receiving side, the application can be
applied for planar specimen without limitations. The comparison with methods mentioned
above (Seybert, Salissou and ASTM E261109) and below (ISO 10534-2) can be found in
Sections 4 and 5.

2.1.2. Determination of the Normal-Incidence Sound Absorption and
Transmission Coefficient

As mentioned above, the transfer function method (TFM) in accordance to ISO 10534-2
is the approach most often used for determination of the sound absorption coefficient in
practice [29]. The method uses an impedance tube with a sound source connected to the
one end of the tube and the test sample fixed in the tube at the other end. The complex
sound pressure is measured by means of two flush-mounted fixed microphone positions in
front of the specimen. The complex reflection coefficient r can then be determined by means
of the acoustic wave field interference decomposition. The sound absorption coefficient
(α(-)) (Equation (5)) as well as other quantities like surface impedance (Z (Pa s/m)) and
admittance (G(-)) of absorbing materials can be derived subsequently. The acoustic waves
generated by the source below the cut-off frequency of the tube may be considered as
plane waves.

α =
Wa

Win
=

Wq + WT

Win
= 1− |r·r∗| = 1− |r|2 = 1−

∣∣∣∣∣∣
p(x2)
p(x1)
− e−jk0s

ejk0s − p(x2)
p(x1)

e2jk0x1

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

(5)

where r*(-) and s (m) are complex conjugate of the reflection coefficient and the distance
between microphone positions 1 and 2, p(x1), p(x2) and k0 is sound pressure at coordinate
x1 (m) and x2 (m) and wave number (m−1) (Figure 2).
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The measurement method proposed in this paper combines the laser doppler vibrom-
eter and microphone measurement data (i.e., the surface displacement and known incident
pressure prms,1 at the plane at the surface of the specimen—specifically a membrane). The
sound transmission and the absorption coefficient of the membrane are closely related.
Whilst in Section 2.1.1 it was already detailed how the sound transmission nTL can be
determined from sound pressure and vibration measurements, the absorption coefficient α
can also be determined in this way, as explained below. The sound absorption coefficient
is defined as a ratio of energies (Equation (5)), where Wa, Win, Wq, WT in (W) are, respec-
tively, the absorbed sound power, incident sound power, dissipated sound power in the
membrane and the transmitted sound power. Whereas the sound absorption in porous
materials is caused by viscous and relaxation losses, in stretched membrane resonates
it depends on the material properties, tension and the geometry of the membrane. If
the excitation of the membrane is low (and non-linearities are neglected), the dissipation
caused by dissipation of vibration energy (into heat) is also negligibly low. Therefore, in
case of nonperforated membranes, the dissipation of energy out of the resonance region
can be in most of cases neglected. The observed decrease in the sound reflection spectra is
mainly related to the high sound transmission at the membrane resonance frequencies. By
neglecting the dissipated energy in the membrane (which is often valid in the case of the
single, thin membranes without internal dissipation), the absorption can be approximated
by τ(-), as defined by Equation (6):

τ =
WT
Win
≈ (ω·ρ0·c0·〈w〉)2

p2
i

(6)

where WT and Win are the transmitted (obtained from the surface mobility at the receiving
side of specimen) and incident sound power in (W) at the specimen surface and pi is the
sound pressure at the surface of incidence and can be expressed as (Equation (7)):

pi =
p(x1)

e−jk0x1 − p(x2)
e−jk0x2

e−2jk0x1 − e−2jk0x2
(7)

where p(x1), p(x2) and k0 is sound pressure at coordinate x1 (m) and x2 (m) and wave number
(m−1), respectively. The pressure data p(x1), p(x2) can be obtained by the two microphones
at the source side of the impedance tube.
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From the above mentioned the sound absorption can be derived (Equation (8)). The
equation is valid only for the perpendicular plane wave excitation of the specimen with
negligible low internal losses (ideal membrane).

α ≈ 1−
∣∣∣∣ pi,rms − (j·ω·ρ0·c0·〈w〉)

pi,rms

∣∣∣∣2 (8)

2.2. Description of Numerical Study
2.2.1. Single Layer Membrane Sample

A 3D Finite Element Analysis (FEA) model that includes acoustic-structure interaction
was created in the commercial software COMSOL Multiphysics to simulate the surface
mobility of a membrane mounted in an impedance tube. Based on the simulation data, the
nTL, α and τ were determined using the theory that was presented in the previous chapter.
To resemble the real case, the situation of a membrane being mounted in an impedance
tube, the FEM model of impedance tube with inner diameter of the cylinder shape tube was
d = 0.1 m created (d < 0.586*c/fupper frequency limit, which corresponds to the upper frequency
limit, or the cut-off frequency of 2 kHz). The distance between microphones (receiving
datapoints) was set to s = 0.075 m (s << c/(2*fupper frequency limit)).

The upstream and downstream impedance tube is a cylindrical tube with acoustically
hard wall boundary conditions. The model allows for a variation of the surface impedance
of the tube termination (backing wall), with the impedance Z = (1 + r)/(1 − r) × (ρ·c0),
where r is the desired reflection coefficient of the backing wall. As the testing specimen, a
0.5 mm thin membrane with material properties of PTFE (Polytetrafluoroethylene) foil was
chosen. PTFE is widely used in modern architecture to cover open spaces. It is also used as
a façade-coating material.

The membrane was clamped at the perimeter. The tension was applied as initial stress
in the radial and tangential directions of the membrane as T0 = 10 kN/m2. The Young’s
modulus, Poison’s ratio, and density of the PTFE membrane were 4.8125 × 109 Pa, 0.33
and 2175 kg/m3, respectively. The structural loss factor was defined as ηs = 0.02(-) (for
objective reasons related to the use of linear solvers, it was necessary to enter at least
minimal damping into the model). The membrane was surrounded by air (ρ0 = 1.29 kg/m3;
c0 = 343 m/s) at both sides of the membrane and was excited in by a 1 Pa plane wave
radiated from the upstream end of the tube. Six absorption properties of termination were
simulated (α1 = 1.0; α2 = 0.9; α3 = 0.7; α4 = 0.5; α5 = 0.2; α6 = 0.1), to investigate the impact
of the termination on the resulting nTL, τ and α, respectively. The generated mesh resulted
into 34,547 degrees of freedom (DOF) with a maximum element size (c0/fupper frequency limit/5)
∼= 0.034 m (Figure 3a).
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2.2.2. Rectangular Shape Membrane Specimen

Despite the experience that the cross section of the impedance tube is almost always
a circle, an additional study with a rectangular shaped membrane was performed. The
reason was that in the realization of building structures one seldom encounters circular-
shaped membranes. The change in shape should introduce additional resonant areas into
the membrane response. For this purpose, a model of an impedance tube with dimensions
in the cross section of 100 × 125 mm with a membrane thickness of 0.5 mm (PTFE foil) was
created. The tension, Young’s modulus, Poison’s ratio, structural loss factor and density of
the PTFE was set similar to the case with one membrane. Again, six absorption properties
of termination were simulated (α1 = 1.0; α2 = 0.9; α3 = 0.7; α4 = 0.5; α5 = 0.2; α6 = 0.1), to see
the impact of the termination on the resulting nTL, τ and α, respectively. For this specimen
case, only the ASTM, ISO and Mobility based methods were compared. The generated
mesh resulted to 106,430 DOF with maximum size of mesh element ∼= 0.049 m (Figure 3b).
It should be mentioned that the upper frequency limit, or the cut-off frequency, is 1372 Hz
for this case.

3. Description of Measurements
3.1. Description of Measurement Setup

In this section, the measurement setup and the specimen examined in the study is
described. The measurement setup was created based on the impedance tube principle as
described in the ASTM or ISO standards [25,44]. The core part of the construction was a set
of rigid steel tubes of diameter 0.1 m, which gives us an upper cut-off frequency of about of
2 kHz. To allow an LDV-scan of the vibrating membrane the impedance tube was accessible
from one side surface of the chosen specimen. In this paper only the single membrane
experiment is presented so the scanning from one side, the muffler side, was sufficient.
However, the measurement setup gives opportunity to perform scanning measurements
from both sides of the sample (also from the source side). This would find the application
in cases of more complex specimen (which were not investigated here). Therefore, the
loudspeaker (on the source side) was mounted on the (cylindrical) wall of the impedance
tube as shown in Figure 4b.
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Figure 4. The measurement setup modification description. (a) Photo of full setup; and (b) the axis perpendicular side
connection of LS.

The 6 speaker type “Eminence ME6-7586408 ohm” was mounted on a rigid plate. The
speaker was driven by a Mono Power Amplifier (Vincent SP-996). On the other side of the
impedance tube apparatus, a low frequency muffler with an open end was mounted. The
muffler consisted of a sheet-steel wall-based hollowed cone (upstream diameter = 0.75 m;
downstream diameter = 0.1 m; length = 0.97 m), filled with mineral wool (see Figure 4a—
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right end). The muffler was designed in accordance to the standards ISO 5136 and ISO
7235 [61,62]. The measured sound absorption of the muffler is shown in Figure 5a. One
can see that the sound absorption has a straight tendency as the function of the frequency
in the range from 200 to 1100 Hz.
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Figure 5. (a) The sound absorption coefficient spectra of the muffler measured in accordance to ISO 10534-2; and (b) test
specimens—a single-leaf 0.5 mm PTFE membrane.

Due to this, the presented measurement results were also evaluated only in this
frequency region. Several holes were available in the tube apparatus for flush mounting the
measurement microphones. The chosen pair distance (for the upstream and downstream
part for nTL as well as τ and α determination) was 75 mm in both cases. A scheme of the
total setup is shown in Figure 6. The microphones that were used for the measurements
were a pair of 1

2 ” ICCP pre-polarized microphones (BSWA MA231), conditioned by the
multichannel measurement system (Soft db—Tenor 24 bits, 8—channel data-logger). The
ASTM and ISO based results were obtained by means of the impulse response measurement.
As the excitation signal, for microphone measurement-based methods, a sine sweep was
used. The Matlab™ postprocessing routines were created for the data processing.
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Figure 6. Scheme of measurement setup with LDV scanning head. Where Mic 1–4 denote the microphone positions, s is
distance between microphone positions, x1–x4 are distance of the microphones to the specimen surface, <w> is the spatially
averaged displacement measured at the specimen surface, LS is loudspeaker, LDV is laser doppler vibrometer.

To determine the mobility-based sound transmission loss, a scanning laser Doppler
vibrometer Polytec PSV 400 controlled by PSV Acquisitions SW was used. The measuring
perpendicular mesh of 253 points was generated by SW tool and scanned. The reference
excitation signal for the mobility-based method was pink noise generated by means of
portable signal generator type Minirator-MR1 (NTI). The scanning grid used for spatially
averaged velocity (or displacement data) consisted of 305 points.
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3.2. Specimen Description

The test specimen was a stretched PTFE membrane with a thickness of 0.5 mm and
density of 2175 kg/m3 (Figure 5b). Other material properties were derived from the
numerical parametric study and measurements (Young’s modulus and Poison’s ratio were
4.8125 × 109 Pa, 0.33). The membrane was stretched on a stretching ring made from PLA
material precisely printed by means of a 3D printer (Prusa i3 (Anet a8)) and was fixed
inside of the impedance tube apparatus by mastic. The stretching ring consisted of two
rings connected by means of eight screws. In this way, the rings’ perimeter was divided into
eight parts with specific stiffness. After mounting the specimen into the impedance tube,
the rings were slightly bended, which caused the variation of the stiffness at the perimeter.
Specifically, two of the sixteen perimeter parts were significantly affected (the effect on
the measured result is discussed in the Section 4). The tension in the membrane was
T0 = 850 N/m2. The value of tension was derived from the numerical parametric study.

4. Results
4.1. The Normal Incidence Sound Transmission Loss (Simulations)

The nTL, τ and α as determined by the different methods (for nTL-Seybert, Salissou,
ASTM and the Mobility-Based method, for α-ISO and for τ-Mobility-Based method) were
compared. All the methods were compared for the circular shaped single layer membrane.
For the rectangular shaped membrane, the Seybert and Salissou methods were considered
for reasons of brevity.

Measuring the acoustic properties (nTL, τ and α) in an impedance tube environment
serious artefacts can be caused by standing waves in the impedance tube. Obviously, these
effects are unwanted in the measurement of the acoustic properties of the sample. As these
artefacts are known to be strongly dependent up the acoustic termination of the impedance
tube, terminations were considered having six different values of the sound absorption
coefficient α of: α1 = 1.0; α2 = 0.9; α3 = 0.7; α4 = 0.5; α5 = 0.2; α6 = 0.1. In a number of cases,
a negative nTL was obtained at some frequencies, which is obviously non-physical, and
also related to standing waves in the impedance tube. These negative areas are marked by
a pale red colour (see figures below). The most accurate method, which does not show a
large dependency on the amount of reflection of the backing, was the ASTM method. For
this reason the ASTM method with 100% absorption backing wall has been considered as
the reference.

Seybert’s method, as mentioned above, is a one-load method and its results are
dependent on the termination sound absorption (Figure 7a). By increasing the reflection
coefficient of the back termination, the spectra of nTL are strongly affected by multiple
reflection between the sample and the termination. Due to these effects, this method
requires an anechoic termination. The frequency location of “unwanted” dips in the
spectra can be predicted from the relation f x = n·c0/(2·l2), where n, c0 and l2 are an
arbitrary natural number, the speed of sound in the air, and the length of the downstream
tube, respectively. Beside the dips and peaks related to the standing wave modes in the
downstream tube, also the dips which are related to the membrane resonances and the
peaks which are related to the anti-resonances, are affected. The worst highest and lowest
backing absorption are compared to the ASTM method in Figure 7f. Almost negligible
peaks/dips in nTL spectra are occurring in case with the 100% absorptive termination (the
thick blue curve), showing the real acoustic properties of the membrane structure under
test. By decreasing the termination absorption to 20% the differences increased up to 14 dB.
The wave decomposition (WD) by Salissou [55] is a two-load method (Figure 7b). The
results that are obtained with this method also strongly dependent on the load termination
absorption. In order to obtain reasonable results (less artifacts due to resonances in the
impedance tube), at least one of the two loads needs to have an high absorptive termination.
Nevertheless, the method of Salissou cannot eliminate the effect of the multiple termination
reflections effectively. In the worst case with termination absorption ratio 0.2: 0.1 (very
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reflective composition), the ∆nTL reaches the differences more than 20 dB in comparison to
the anechoic termination.
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The most accurate method (independent on the termination) for the determination of
nTL is the method in accordance to ASTM E2611-09 [48] (Figure 7c). Two transfer matrix
(TM) methods (single or two loads method) are described in the standard. In the case of a
phase synchronized and amplitude calibrated system, the two-loads method can properly
and accurately determine nTL while effectively neglecting the influence of the backing
wall termination on the sound absorption. The single-load method, for the numerical case
when the model was perfectly geometrically symmetric, gave reasonably accurate data
(comparable with the two-load method). The single-load method can be slightly affected
by a high reflection of the termination (Figure 7f). In the worst case for the single layer
membrane, the effect was not more than 0.7 dB at specific frequencies.

The results obtained by means of the mobility-based method (MM) are presented
in Figure 7d and a comparison with the ASTM method is shown in Figure 7e,f. In this
comparison, the ASTM method with an absorption factor α = 1 was chosen as a reference
as this method gives most accurate results. As expected, the results obtained with the MM
method are also affected by the multiple back/front reflections in the impedance tube. In
case of an absorption of 20% at the impedance tube backing wall, differences up to 4 dB
were observed compared to the ASTM (α = 1)-reference method.

Figure 7g present the structural and acoustic modes which influence the dips in the
nTL spectra. In case of the circular (symmetrical) shaped specimens, only the symmetrical
modes are influencing the resulting spectra. The acoustic modes are dependent on the
length of the downstream. In order to demonstrate the applicability of the MM method to
the modally slightly more complicated shape of membranes, the response of a rectangular
membrane was numerically assessed. As in the previous case, a comparison of the results
was made only between the ASTM and MM methods (Figure 8). The sound transmission
loss and absorption of the rectangular membrane are most affected by the modes that have
an odd number of half-wavelengths in the transverse direction of the membrane patch
(Figure 8c). As in the previous cases, for the anechoic termination, the spectrum determined
on the basis of both methods correlates well with each other in a global sense. Exceptions
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occur at specific frequencies which are related to resonances and anti-resonances. Here,
visible deviations up to 3 dB occur from the second mode having an odd number of half
wavelengths (Figure 8c). Paradoxically, this deviation, as in previous cases of anechoic
terminations of the MM method, is due to the fineness of the datapoint mesh on the
membrane surface. This can distort the attenuation in the resonant phenomenon. By
increasing the reflectivity of the backing wall termination, the front-back reflection in the
form of additional peaks in the spectrum is more pronounced.
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Figure 8. The nTL of 0.5 mm thin membrane determination by means of different methods from the FEM model for six
different backing wall sound-absorption terminations (variation of termination (“term.” in the legend) absorption from
α = 0.1 to 1) (a) ASTM E261109 (“ASTM” in the legend, Transfer matrix method—single or two-load variations with different
termination absorptions denoted as α1,α2 for first load and second load variations); (b) mobility based method (MM—single
load); (c) comparison of methods including graphical representation of resonant phenomena causing decreases in the
spectrum.; and (d) comparison of chosen cases by the difference in the frequency spectra(∆nTL = nTLi − nTLASTM α = 1).

4.2. The Normal-Incidence Sound Absorption and Transmission Coefficients (Simulations)

The normal incidence sound absorption and transmission coefficients were determined
by means of two techniques. The first one, the reference method, was the TFM in accordance
with ISO 10534-2. The second method, the mobility method, included the surface spatial
averaged displacement in the normal direction to the surface (in figures denoted as the
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mobility-based method—MM). The comparison of results is shown in Figures 9 and 10.
One can see that the results are in both cases dependent on the sound absorption of the
impedance tube termination (as expected). For a fully anechoic termination, almost the
same results were obtained for both methods. However, reducing the absorption coefficient
of the downstream termination the difference of the resulting absorption has increased
up to ∆α = 1(%) to 1.5(%), respectively, where ∆α = (α − τ)·100%, at frequencies of the
membrane symmetrical mode resonances. By using the parametric study, one can simply
distinguish between the membrane resonance caused absorption/transmission coefficient
peaks, the downstream tube termination cased resonances (strong effect in case of single
membrane—the increasing effect is visible by increasing the reflection of the termination)
(Figure 9a,b).
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Figure 9. Normal-incidence sound absorption of a single leaf PTFE membrane determined for six different terminations
(variation of termination (“term.” in the legend) absorption from α = 0.1 to 1, data were obtained from FEM). (a) TFM-ISO
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Figure 10. Normal-incidence sound absorption of a single leaf PTFE rectangular shape membrane determined for six
different terminations (variation of termination (“term.” in the legend) absorption from α = 0.1 to 1, data were obtained
from FEM). (a) TFM-ISO 10534-2 (“ISO” in the legend); (b) mobility-based method (“MM” in the legend); and (c) difference
between sound absorption obtained by means two methods expressed in percentage.

For a rectangular membrane (Figure 10), resonances caused by downstream front-back
reflection are strongly suppressed except for the first mode of the tube, as it occurs near
the 3rd and 6th odd membrane modes. The difference in spectra between the individual
methods is, unlike the transmission loss (logarithmic expression), expressed as a percentage.
Here, again, depending on the type of tube termination, the resonant response manifested in
the peak/dip spectrum increases. The deviation with anechoic termination in comparison
with MM with the ISO method reaches a deviation of up to 3.5% for the second odd mode
and below 1% for other modes, what is acceptable. Interestingly, by changing the shape of
the membrane and the associated distribution of resonant modes, an increase in the sound
absorption of the sample was achieved.

4.3. Measurement Results

The sound transmission and the sound absorption and transmission coefficient were
determined in the impedance tube for the one PTFE foil-based membrane specimens
under a plane-wave excitation environment. The mobility method results (nTL, α and
τ) explained above were compared with results determined in accordance to the ASTM
E2611 –09 approach (for nTL—single load) and in accordance with the ISO 10534-2 (α).
Additionally, the FEM model was created taking in the account the membrane material
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properties (see Section 3.1) as well as the measured boundary condition (the tension
was T0 = 850 N/m2). The resulting comparisons are shown in Figure 11. Additionally,
the operation deflection shapes (ODS) of a vibrating membrane related to the chosen
frequencies, measured by means of the LDV, are also presented in Figure 11. With focusing
to identify the mode shapes, the ODSs are the spatial surface plot of the imaginary part of
displacement (the excitation signal was used as the reference signal to acquire information
of the phase surface phase).
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Figure 11. (a) Sound transmission loss spectra of the single layer 0.5 mm PTFE membrane. (b) Measured sound absorption
and transmission coefficient s of the single layer 0.5 mm PTFE membrane. Abbreviation describing the measurements based
on: ASTM—ASTM E261109; MM—mobility based method; ISO-ISO 10534-2.

The measured nTL spectra corresponds to each other rather well. The highest peak of
single-membrane nTL spectra at a frequency of about 510 Hz is caused by anti-resonance
phenomena (the displacement of membrane surface is too low). On the other hand, the
dips of nTL and peaks of α τ spectra at a frequencies of approximately 205 Hz, 562 Hz and
1078 Hz are caused by structural resonances caused by 1st mode (0.1—the first axisym-
metric mode), 4th mode (0.2—the second axisymmetric mode) and the 9th mode (0.3—3rd
axisymmetric mode) of the membrane system. Two unexpected dips (that are missing in
the idealised simulation cases, e.g., presented in chapter 5.1) in the nTL spectra occurs at
frequencies 296 Hz and 464 Hz. The dips are related to the 2nd and 3rd structural mode (1.1
and 2.1) of the membrane. Normally, if the membrane edge boundaries would be uniform,
the influence of the 2nd and 3rd mode would not be visible. In the experimental case, the
stretching ring from PLA material was slightly bent, which affected the stiffness at the
membrane edges. The stretching ring consisted of two rings connected by means of eight
screws. In this way, the rings’ perimeter was divided into eight parts with specific stiffness.
After mounting the specimen into the impedance tube, the rings were slightly bended,
which caused the variation of the stiffness at the perimeter. Specifically, two of the sixteen
perimeter parts were significantly affected. This has been verified also in the FEM tuning
process where the significantly lower stiffness (the spring constant kL was lower by factor
104) was needed to set in the boundary system of the membrane clamping. Caused by the
already mentioned nonuniformities in the tension in the stretching ring and its bending,
that not possible perfectly fit all the investigated frequency spectra. Nevertheless, the FEM
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and measurement based obtained results obtained for both discussed methods correspond
reasonably well with each other.

Despite the fact that the absorption of the muffler is relatively balanced only in the
frequency range from 200 Hz to 1100 Hz, the data from 100 to 1200 Hz were presented in
Figure 11. The reason was to demonstrate the effect of the change in the absorption of the
termination on the differences in the results. Results comparison of nTL spectra is giving
similar results in the range from 200 to 1100 Hz. Outside this frequency range, the results
differ, which is possibly caused by a high reflection of the muffler that causes unwanted
acoustic resonances in the system. The measured and predicted sound absorption spectra
show good similarities. The peaks caused by axisymmetric resonance modes have been
identified well by both methods. However, the absorption in spectra between first and
fourth peak (1st and 3rd axisymmetric mode) differ significantly. In this region the nonsym-
metric modes 1.12 and 2.1 are present. The effect of the bending and non-uniform stretching
of the membrane possibly increases the interaction between membrane and the ring that
causes the resonant interaction and internal loses that were not recognised well by the LDV.
This caused the difference between the sound absorption and transmission coefficients.

5. Conclusions

In this article, we focus on the determination of the acoustic properties (sound transmis-
sion loss, sound absorption and transmission coefficient) of membrane type of specimens
under acoustic plane wave excitation. An overview of the measurement methods to extract
the acoustic properties from impedance tube measurement data was given. It was noted
that the determination of the acoustic properties (nTL, τ) in an impedance tube environ-
ment can be hampered by serious artefacts related to standing waves in the impedance
tube. Many measurement methods suffer from this, obstructing the extraction of the real
acoustic properties of the test specimen. The nTL measurement method least sensitive
on possible backing wall reflection caused by a non-perfectly anechoic termination is the
ASTM method (in accordance to standard ASTM E2611-09 [48]). In the case of the mem-
brane sound absorption coefficient measurement, the backing wall impedance is directly
influencing the resulting sound absorption. The method recommended by ISO 10534-2 [29]
was used as a reference throughout the paper. Subsequently, the theoretical background
of the proposed so-called mobility-based method (MM), which combines laser doppler
vibrometer measurement data and microphone measurement data, was presented. The pro-
posed MM method was compared with the conventional methods for sound transmission
loss and absorption measurement.

The methods were compared using numerically generated data from a finite element
model. The FEM models included six different variations of the backing wall termination
(α1 = 1.0; α2 = 0.9; α3 = 0.7; α4 = 0.5; α5 = 0.2; α6 = 0.1). The numerical investigation
focused on the assessment of the influence of the termination on the resulting values of
sound absorption and transmission loss spectra of two differently shaped membranes
(single layer circular shaped membrane and rectangular shaped membrane). The proposed
mobility-based method was compared with the standardized ASTM (nTL measurement)
and ISO (α determination) methods, as well as with two other chosen methods, and the
effect of the termination on the sound reflection was assessed. The ASTM method de-
scribes a measurement method that uses four microphones and one or two loads (different
terminations). When dealing with symmetrical test specimen, only one load suffices.

In the case if two loads method is applied almost no difference in results could be
observed. Based on the FEM results, the MM gave similar results for anechoic backing
wall termination as the results obtained in accordance to the ASTM E2611-09 with the local
deviation up to 3 dB. This is a common phenomenon in numerical modelling, where no or
very little damping is defined in the model. In the area of resonance, the results obtained
from different domains may be overestimated (in this particular case, the results from
the acoustic and the structural domain were compared). In absorption assessment, the
deviation is up to 3% for the first membrane resonance frequencies.
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At other frequencies the deviation is not more than 1%, for both the absorption factor
and the transmission loss. By increasing the reflection of the backing termination, the
deviations increases and the effect of the front-back reflection can be recognised. The effect
usually did not reach a deviation in the absorption of more than 3% and in the transmission
loss no more than 5 dB (excluding the 1st mode resonance effect).

In the experimental part the circular shaped single layer PTFE foil specimen was tested
and compared with the FE model fitted to the experiment. The MM was compared with
the ASTM (nTL) and ISO (α) measurement methods. The results were presented in narrow
band spectra, to see more precisely the differences in the results. The MM method gave
reasonable results for nTL spectra. Although the measurement results were affected by
the specimen bending caused by mounting in the measurement apparatus, which caused
unexpected dips in the spectra, the resulting spectra are comparable. Specifically, the
resulting nTL spectra determined in accordance to ASTM and MM correspond to each
other rather well. The membrane asymmetrical resonances and anti-resonances (which
normally have a dominant effect on the nTL, α and τ spectra) were nicely recognised.
LDV gave us the opportunity also to identify other modes of the vibrating membranes.
Specifically, in the presented case, when the membrane was not stretched symmetrically
(caused by soft bending of the stretching ring—something that would occur often in
practice), it was able to determine the reason of occurrence of the additional peaks (dips) in
the spectra.

The MM would clearly find application in membranes analysis even for more com-
plicated elements, with higher energy dissipation in the structure and possible internal
resonances, the α cannot replace the τ. For practical applications, the advantage of MM
is that the nTL as well as α can be determined from a single-sided scan. In case of more
complex samples the measurement procedure will be needed to perform from both sides
of the specimen.

The method may be extended by a single microphone based incident sound pressure
determination approach known from standards. The presented work can be considered as
an intermediate step for method development applicable in practice. Main disadvantage of
the proposed method has only the limited application and is time consuming in comparison
to the conventional methods. The absorption measurement approach can be applied only
for membrane-based constructions, specially, with membranes with negligible internal
losses. Method is also sensitive on the amount of excitation energy (sensitivity of LDV,
respectively). Further investigation in the MM is expected. Future experiments in the
anechoic laboratory environment and the in situ free field are essential to prove the wider
application of the method. The goal is to have a method appropriate for the determination
of membrane-based structures acoustic/structural properties from larger distances. Mainly
in the cases when the surface of investigation in inaccessible places due to location or
extreme conditions.
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